4 Ways Pulse Surveys
Can Positively Impact
Employee Engagement
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Listening to
Employee Voice

Frequency of engagement survey

Gathering and acting on employee feedback is crucial if you
want to improve engagement, which drives greater business
outcomes related to the employee experience, such as
productivity and retention. This survey shows that most
employers are only measuring engagement once a year, if
that, and many employees want more frequent surveys.
There is a clear connection between frequency of surveys
and engagement, showing that the pulse survey approach
works to impact engagement. Some organizations are using
pulse surveys in addition to their annual engagement survey
as a complementary way to collect and respond to employee
feedback.
How frequently does your company
conduct an engagement survey

Almost half (46%) of organizations are conducting an
engagement survey just once a year, plus another third
(33%) are conducting them every two years or less. Just
21% of companies are conducting engagement surveys
three or more times per year. These “pulse” surveys are
recommended by Achievers Workforce Institute because
research shows that engagement is fluid, meaning that it
changes frequently. By surveying just once a year or less,
and then taking months to take action based on results,
companies are missing out on the opportunity to engage
staff with quick action based on recent feedback. There
is not a one-size-fits-all solution to engagement surveys.
Each organization must determine the best survey cadence
for their employees, and a customized approach based on
the needs and capabilities of the organization is the most
effective method.
The finance industry was most likely to be conducting pulse
surveys, with 27% saying they conducted surveys at least 3
times a year.
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Should you be running engagement
surveys more frequently?

The role of engagement surveys
in engaging employees

More than half of respondents (58%), both leaders and
individual contributors, say they wish their company
conducted more frequently.

As you can see in the below chart, there is a clear correlation
between frequency of survey and employee engagement
levels. The more often companies are surveying their
workforce, the higher overall engagement is. For those who
were surveyed more than four times a year, 41% said they
were very engaged.

This was even higher for retail where two-thirds (67%)
agreed they should be surveyed more frequently.

67%

of retail workers want more frequent 		
engagement surveys

Canadians were the most likely respondents to agree they
wanted more frequent surveys with 65% saying they were
not surveyed often enough. This is interesting because
Canadians were also the most likely to offer pulse surveys
with 24% saying they were surveyed more than three times
a year. Australians were the least likely to agree with just
51% wanting more frequent surveys.
Achievers Workforce Institute recommends pulse surveys
because they maintain a flow of feedback in the workplace.
However, introducing pulse surveys does require additional
communication with employees so they understand why a
survey is taking place and how the results will be used.

Achievers Workforce Institute does not conclude that
surveys cause engagement to increase — surveys alone are
not enough to move the dial on engagement. Instead, it’s
likely that organizations with pulse or “always on” feedback
methods are also responding quickly to feedback. These
timely micro-actions demonstrate to employees that they
are being listened to and that the company cares for their
opinions, which in turn increases advocacy, commitment,
and enthusiasm, the three ingredients for engagement.
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Are you more likely to be honest in a survey
than in conversation with your manager?
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You don’t need pulse surveys — your managers have regular
check ins and one-to-one meetings to get all the feedback
you need from employees, right? As chart on the left shows,
that belief could not be further from the truth. Threequarters (77%) of respondents would be more honest in a
survey than in conversation with a manager.
The fact is that it’s sometimes difficult to be candid to
someone’s face – especially if that person is potentially
part of the problem. You’ll get much more honest and open
responses from a survey than from your managers’ face-toface meetings.
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Great culture is the ultimate driver of organizational success. Achievers’ employee voice and recognition
solutions bring your organization’s values and strategy to life by activating employee participation and
accelerating a culture of performance.
Achievers leverages the science behind behavior change, so your people and your organization can experience
sustainable, data-driven business results anywhere in the world. Integrated insights fuel smarter solutions that
deliver just-in-time nudges to the entire organization and an industry-best customer success and support team
guides you on every step of the journey.
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